Abstract. The key techniques of intelligent analysis instrument developed are proposed. Based on the technique of virtual instrumentation, the intelligent PID control algorithm to control the temperature of thermal analysis instrument is described. The dynamic character and the robust performance of traditional PID controls are improved through the dynamic gain factor, temperature rate change factor, the forecast factor, and the temperature correction factor is introduced. Using the graphic development environment of LabVIEW, the design of system modularization and the graphic display are implemented. By means of multiple mathematical modules, intelligent data processing is realized.
Introduction
The thermal analysis instrument is used to disclose the substance property by analyzing the transformation of the substantial thermodynamic parameter along with temperature. Recently a computational technique and data processing technique have been quickly developed. Combined with the new techniques of computer and data processing, high-speed, accurate and convenient measurement of thermal analysis is carried out. The prospect of an applied thermal analysis instrument is becoming more extensive. In the development of a new thermal analysis instrument, the virtual instrument technique is used to integrate hardware and software, the design of system modularization, the intelligent PID control, the data processing, and the graphic display. The transport of information is realized by a network communication interface. The developed temperature control system of thermal analysis instrument could dynamically change the PID factor, and the control system's sensitivity to temperature variation is improved in time. The data processing system is used to the experiment of thermal analysis, including Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), Differential Thermogravimetric Analysis (DTG), Evolved Gas Analysis (EGA), and so on. It can also complete the exploration of a characteristic point in the temperature curve of a measured sample, display dynamically the temperature, and the sampling curve of DTA, TGA, and DTG.
Principle of control
At present the intelligent control is a leading technique in the automatic control field. The advantage of intelligent control is that the optimal control could be realized directly as long as the changing range of the controlled subject, such as the inertial type of controlled subject, was roughly understudied. The multilevel hierarchical intelligent control proposed in the system is showed in Figure 1 . The whole control system is divided into the learning coordinate level, the intelligent coordinate level and the control level realized by fuzzy neural network control. The closed loop, which is constituted with fuzzy neural network and controlled subject, completes real-time process control, and then the tracing of the heating technology curve is realized. The intelligent coordinate level is used on-line and in time to monitor the performance of the control system, and the controller is on-line adjusted. The learning coordinate level is used on-line to monitor and evaluate the work of intelligent coordinate, collect the environment information in order to enrich and correct the intelligent coordinate level, therefore the quality of whole control system is improved step by step [1] , [2] . learning coordinate level improved PID control effect through add other revise factor intelligent coordinate level temperature sensor fuzzy neural network control temperature control process Figure 1 . The schematic diagram of system control In order to realize computational PID control easily, the traditional formula of PID control is quantized [3] . Because the interval of sampling is given by the designer, and which keeps constant during the computation, so the quantized PID control formula can be showed as following:
Where, y(n)-the output of controller, k p -the proportional coefficient of controller, k i -the integrating coefficient of controller, k d -the differential coefficient of controller, e-the deviation between the given value of controlled parameter and the instant value.
In the temperature control of the thermal analysis instrument, the whole reacting process would hardly be adapted if the control law of fixed k p , k i , k d , were used. The accuracy of control is affected due to the apparent surge of heating control. As a result, based on PID chosen as a basic algorithm, the control effect is improved through adding another revise factor and correct factor. Also through a fuzzy neural network combined with a prediction algorithm the controlled target of the system will have a slight overshoot and a slight static difference, therefore a good result would be obtained.
In practical application of intelligent PID control law, the following formula is used [4] (2) Where: -the dynamic gain factor, -the forecast factor, -the temperature correct factor, T t+i -the setting change value of temperature at t+i, i-the time lag, T t -the temperature of system at t.
Because the dynamic gain factor varies with the deviation of system temperature, the controller is more sensitive to the difference of temperature. Simultaneously, when the controlled target is close to the object, the gain of the system decreases, and then the degree of overshoot is reduced. When the difference between the measured temperature and the temperature of object increases, increases too. So the dynamic character is enhanced, and the controlled temperature achieves the setting value quickly.
The forecast correct T t+i is the varying rate of setting temperature at the coming moment t+i. The time lag of the reactor temperature is improved due to the introduction of forecast correct. Through the control system the set heating rate is predicted at the coming moment t+i, to compensate the gain control is moved up at moment i. In this way, the oscillatory fluctuation of system raised by the overshoot of temperature control, which is from the time lag, is effectively compensated, and the robust performance is improved. And the temperature of the system can be operated according to the forecast setting track i. e. the controlled parameter of PID is corrected through the forecast of the coming variance of temperature.
The temperature correct T t is the corresponding compensation given under the different temperature of the reactive control system. Because the reactive control system doesn't operate under the condition of heat insulation, it has regular heat exchange to the environment. The rate of heat exchange depends on the difference between the system and the environment temperature. Due to the introduction of the temperature correction, at a given temperature the static loss of heat could be compensated, the temperature surge of the control system is reduced, and the performance under constant temperature in different conditions is improved.
Method of data processing
According to the characteristic curve of thermal analysis, the advantages of a signal processing technique and figure display in LabVIEW is fully utilized, and the multiple mathematical modules are used for data processing, the display and the printing of curves.
DTA can be indicated by the formula T=T s -T r =f (t), in which the sampling temperature T s is obtained with the temperature sensor of sample, the reference temperature T r is obtained with the corrected temperature of testing furnace T c . And T r =T c -* lag (where, -the heating rate, lag -the function of time lag.)
The information given by the differential thermal curve, to sum up, has mainly the peak position, the peak area, and the peak form and numbers. The start temperature of the peak can reflect the temperature of any heat effect. The sort of heat effect can be reflected by the direction of peak. In the measurement of DTA, the peak area in the curve is not proportional to the heat effect or the mass of reactive material. The speil formula of the relationship between the peak area of DTA and corresponding heat effect of process is as following: The fundament of TGA is that the sample is put under the temperature controlled by program, the varying function between the sample quality with temperature or time is observed. In order to avoid the disadvantage and the difficulty in dynamic processing with the method of constant temperature, Ozawa integration in the method of constant temperature and the multi-velocities of rising temperature are used to calculate the dynamic parameter [5] . In the table 1 and 2 are the experimental results of dynamic parameter calculated by the two methods above, respectively. And the results are within the error range, which is allowed in National Standard of China [JB/T6856-93]. The factors affecting the precision of the experimental results, except the method of analysis processing, are the factors of experimental instrument, experimental environment, personal error, etc.
The DTG is obtained with the TGA curve using a Gaussian smoothing method. For Gaussian smoothing [6] 
, pi and N is the mass and the number of experimental data, respectively, a is the semi-bandwidth of Gaussian function. Obviously, this smoothing algorithm is in essence a weighted average of experimental thermogravimetric data using a Guassian function as the weight function. The smoothing degree is determined by a, and when a increases, the smoothing quality increases too. Compared with Moving Average Smoothing (Filter Smoothing), the Guassian smoothing is used to smooth the points at the two boundaries of the temperature intervals examined, and also it doesn't require the points to be equally spaced. The Figure 2 shows the smoothing effect, in which the experimental data is used. The kinetics parameter calculated by the original data coincides with the parameter calculated by DTG data obtained with smoothing. It indicates that the smoothing algorithm is effective, and can be directly used in the thermo kinetics analysis. 
Conclusion
The practical application shows that the intelligent thermal system based on a virtual instrument has the characteristic of open visualization. The power consumption, the difficulty and the expense of instrument system alteration and function extension are reduced. Simultaneously, the developed system has a friendly interface, simple manipulation, convenient data management, and the maintenance is effortless. The system provides a scientific means of material analysis, which has high performance, high accuracy, high effectiveness and high quality. And the condition for fast accomplishment of test, analysis, control, and the upgrade are made available.
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